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Distribution Managers
Merchants

WHO USES THE SOLUTION? 



Revenue collection.

Account payments.

Prepaid airtime.

Prepaid Electricity.

Community cash collection.

Finclude is a cutting-edge enterprise class e wallet system with an innovative, mobile
focus. With an extremely low transaction cost model, Finclude has created a platform
that will allow for next generation customer-focused business solutions to be deployed
seamlessly everywhere across all channels - no matter where you are.

Reseller models provide a useful way for businesses to extend their reach into any
community and the ability do so with an extremely deep integration means that you
can deploy this system in whatever way works best. Finclude is revolutionizing the way
people interact with their finances by providing unparalleled power and flexibility.

Finclude (Tym2Sell)

Produces lightning-fast transaction

speed.

Ultra low data usage.

The entire application is language

enabled and all screens, labels and

messages can easily be customised.

A simple web user interface.

24x7 e-wallet solution.

SYSTEM FEATURESBENEFITS
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Sellers are allowed to use their own mobile phones to vend to customers in formal

and informal markets. 

Anyone is allowed to become a seller without any physical interaction or

facilitating job creation. 

Promoting the viral growth by recruitment royalties whereby a seller who

recommends another potential seller gets a small portion of that seller’s profit. 

The seller’s mobile phone is their complete POS solution and can both vend

products as well as check balances, show sales & profit, recall previous

transaction details etc. 

It allows for effective community collaboration where one vendor can do central

banking, then can transfer credit to any number of vendors in exchange for cash. 

HOW IT WORKS
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THE CONCEPT

Server Bank

Airtime Vouchers
Electricity Tokens

Revenue Collection

Airtime Vouchers
Electricity Tokens

Revenue Collection

Seller connects to server 
with cellphone to purchase
voucher/token/pay account

Seller deposits money into a
bank account which enables

him to continue selling

Seller

Customer
Customer receives
voucher, token or

receipt number
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Orchestrate Your Business With
Integrated Technology


